Maintain high gloss and enhance color quality by reducing expensive varnishes using Lithosperse® NextGen. With significantly higher loading levels than alternative mineral fillers, KaMin’s newest innovation optimizes overall ink savings by reducing costly resins and pigments without compromising on gloss or color for outstanding print quality.

KaMin’s newest breakthrough ink additive is specifically designed for heatset, sheetfed high gloss inks, providing customers with unmatched advantages, including:

1. Increased clay loading levels  
   Optimize savings on costly varnishes and color pigments in your product with NextGen’s capacity to maintain high gloss at high loading level.

2. Ready to use, easily dispersible product  
   KaMin’s patent pending surface treatment technology, backed by our comprehensive quality control measures, ensures the consistent delivery of a ready to use, easily dispersible product.

3. Bleed resistance technology  
   When used at high levels, our proprietary surface treatment process minimizes the clouding of fountain solutions associated with other ink fillers, reducing bleeding on your products and your bottom line.

4. Measurable sustainable impact  
   The higher clay loading levels of NextGen reduce VOC for customers, relying on more natural solutions for a “greener” ink.
KaMin LLC is a leading manufacturer of top class kaolin products.

With world-class professionals working on your behalf – from geologists, engineers, scientists, and lab technicians to unmatched support from sales, customer service, and shipping – we work tirelessly to deliver measurable value.

About KaMin LLC – With over 80 years of experience exploring, mining, and processing kaolin clay, KaMin LLC delivers value to customers worldwide with high quality kaolin solutions for the most demanding applications in the paper, paint, plastic, wire/cable, building material, and rubber industries. With operations in Brazil and in each of the three distinct clay deposits across Georgia’s kaolin belt, KaMin has been recognized as a business leader in export quantities and safe mining practices. By pairing big business efficiency with small business friendliness, KaMin delivers consistent value to our customers and partners—value from the ground up.

At KaMin LLC our promise to you is simple. We will:

- Provide highest quality products
- Craft custom solutions for whatever your need
- Deliver unequalled technical and customer support
- Develop deeper knowledge and innovation to give you greater edge.

THERE ARE NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Refer to KaMin LLC’s Standard Conditions of Sale for the only express warranties applicable to the KaMin LLC products. Products incorporating KaMin products are not warranted by KaMin LLC. In no event is KaMin LLC liable for consequential damages.
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